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he eight-year-old boy’s
mother led him into the
makeshift exam room in
Costa Rica and sat him
down. His family thought
he had a severe mental
disability because he was
so far behind the other kids, who
called him “dumb.”
Jeneé Barth, O.D., began to measure the child’s visual acuity with
her retinascope and scioscopy bars.
It was immediately clear he couldn’t
see much.
“I had a hard time figuring out
what prescription he was because
when I shined my retinascope in,
all the reflexes were dull. I just kept
going up higher and higher with
the lenses,” says Dr. Barth, who, at
the time, was an optometric student
volunteer on a service trip through
the Southern College of Optometry
Volunteer Optometric Services to
Humanity (VOSH).
The boy ended up with a +14
prescription. Once he had the right
glasses on, he perked up, looked
around the room and began to cry.

I ended up loving the trip so
much that I became a Spanish
minor in college, knowing that I was
going to go to optometry school,
so I could speak the language
when I went on these trips.”
- Jeneé Barth, O.D.
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“He looked at his mom’s face,
and his mom started crying,” Dr.
Barth says. “And he felt her nose and
looked at her nose. And he felt her
eyes, and then he felt her lips, and
he felt her hair and he felt her ears.”
The visiting volunteer team gave
the boy three pairs of glasses so that
he would have backups in case the
first pair broke.
Dr. Barth, who is now in private
practice in Salina, Kansas, and presi-
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It reminds us why we got
into this profession, and
that’s to help people see better
so they can better their lives.”
-Melinda Johnson, O.D.

dent of the Kansas Chapter of VOSH,
went on her first service trip as a
freshman at Kansas State University.
Her father and grandfather, both doctors of optometry involved in VOSH,
took her on a trip to Honduras.
“I ended up loving the trip so
much that I became a Spanish minor
in college, knowing that I was going
to go to optometry school, so I could
speak the language when I went on
these trips,” she says.

Dr. Barth became fluent in Spanish, which allows her to also communicate with Spanish-speaking
patients at her Kansas practice. She
went on a VOSH trip all four years
of optometry school—three times to
Costa Rica and once to Nicaragua.
She took a 12-year break from the
trips during her pregnancies and
when her children were young, but
she headed out on her ninth trip this
past April, to Guatemala.
Many doctors of optometry volunteer their time and skills—through
vision care trips abroad or programs
in the United States—because they
want to help people who have little
or no access to vision care. Lack
of vision care may mean children
appear to have severe learning disabilities simply because they can’t
see. What could be a routine pink
eye infection can lead to blindness
if no medication is available. And as
people age and their vision worsens,
without access to vision care they
may lose their ability to work and
earn money.
“If we didn’t go on these trips, all
those kids we gave glasses to still
wouldn’t have glasses,” Dr. Barth
says. “All those with disease would
be going blind or having their condition worsen. I just think of each
individual person who was helped …
and it’s so worth it.”

Providing vision care abroad

Pete Parenti, O.D., semi-retired from
private practice in Rogers, Arkansas, hasn’t missed a VOSH trip in 30
years. He’s traveled to every continent except Australia and Antarctica: places such as Nepal, Myanmar,
Bhutan, India, Sri Lanka, Cambodia,
Vietnam, Thailand, Indonesia and
nearly every country in Central and
South America.
“It’s a way to expand your education that you’ve acquired in optometry, and it’s enjoyable at the same
time,” Dr. Parenti says.
Opportunities to volunteer for
service trips exist through vision care
organizations, churches, nongovernmental organizations and nonprofits.
During volunteer vision care trips,
doctors of optometry perform eye
exams at no cost, providing glasses
when needed. They also check and
treat eye infections and look for
cataracts. They typically create a
list of patients who need cataract or
other types of surgery and provide
the names to local physicians or
organizations, which may be able
to help find eye surgeons. Dr. Barth
also takes the time to talk with local
clinicians about the prevention and
care of diabetes and high blood pressure—discussing with them what
can happen to their patients if such
conditions are not kept under control.
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THINGS TO CONSIDER
BEFORE VOLUNTEERING

Volunteering your optometric skills and experience to provide vision care to
underserved areas and countries can be a rewarding—even life-changing—
experience. But before you embark on a service trip, there are a few things to
consider, say longtime volunteers.

1.

Financial commitment. Volunteers are often responsible for all of
their travel costs. (Some groups may have fundraising or scholarship
opportunities.)

2.

Time away from practice. Trips are often one week or more. Associates will likely need to take vacation time. Practice owners will need to
consider the financial costs to their practice and/or find someone to fill in for
them. “You have to be at the right stage of your career to make these trips,”
Ellis Potter, O.D., says.

3.

Primitive travel. Once you land in a country, you may have a long bus
ride to a remote location. Lodging may mean sleeping on cots in one big
room with only cold water for bathing.

4.

Basic equipment. Visual acuity is often measured with trial frame refractions. Phoropters are not usually available. Pete Parenti, O.D., says he
sees a lot of patients with cataracts from frequent ultraviolet light exposure.
Immediate surgery is often not available.
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Non-optometrists, including
family members, often accompany
the doctors. Ellis Potter, O.D., who is
retired from private practice in Iola,
Kansas, has brought along his wife
and members of his local Rotary
Club. Auxiliary team members help
set up the clinic, check in and triage
patients, and dispense glasses. Translators are always needed; sometimes
local clinicians or Red Cross volunteers may help, Dr. Potter says.
Dr. Parenti is one-third of a
core group that leads his trips.
Vernon Falkenhain, O.D., in Rolla,
Missouri, finds the trip locations,
working mostly with Rotary Clubs
that sponsor the volunteers in each
country, while Scott Ream, O.D., of
West Plains, Missouri, organizes the
logistics of the travel. The trio invites
other doctors of optometry, opticians
and family members to accompany
them on their trips. They may end up
with a group of 11 to 18 people. Three
doctors can see about 500 patients a
day over five days. That increases if
more doctors go on the trip, he says.
Many of these vision care teams
collect used eyeglasses in the United
States, from individuals or through
Lions Clubs. Dr. Parenti’s group
receives donated lenses and/or extra
frames from an optical company and
optical laboratory. An optician volunteers his time, using the donated supplies to make a variety of prescription
glasses. That means that many of the
patients Dr. Parenti’s group sees are
receiving brand-new glasses.
“We’ve got a large library of
glasses we’ve accumulated,” Dr.
Parenti says. “Over the years we’ve
got a real good feel of how many
pairs of glasses with different powers
that we need.”
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The group typically takes
5,000 to 6,000 glasses per trip,
handing out 2,000 to 3,000 pairs.
Many of the service groups go to
remote locations, places that don’t
have any access to vision care.
The volunteers may spend half a
day setting up a clinic in a local
community center or school—Dr.
Parenti’s group has even set up in
barns. Some locations have a health
clinic the team can use. Patients
often walk or take long bus rides
from miles away, sometimes waiting
several hours to see a doctor with
hundreds of other patients.

Volunteering in
your own backyard

Doctors of optometry don’t have to
travel halfway around the world to
volunteer their services. Melinda
Johnson, O.D., who owns a practice
in Waco, Texas, donates vision care
through VISION USA, a program of
Optometry Cares®—The AOA Foundation. VISION USA was established
in 1991 to provide basic eye examinations to Americans in need. It is
currently available in 40 states and
the District of Columbia.
The Christian organization Mission Waco refers patients to Dr. Johnson, who provides a comprehensive
eye health exam at no charge to four
people every month. The patients
take their prescriptions back to
Mission Waco, which helps them get
new glasses at no charge.
“We have a large need,” Dr. Johnson says. “There are many people
who have no insurance.” And even
if people have insurance, it doesn’t
always come with vision coverage or
only offers discounted prices, which
can still be out of people’s reach.

It’s a way to expand your
education that you’ve acquired
in optometry, and it’s enjoyable
at the same time.”
-Pete Parenti, O.D.

“You can’t get to work if you can’t
drive safely, and once you’re at work
you can’t keep a job if you can’t see,”
she says. She remembers a patient
who cleaned houses for a living but
kept getting fired because she wasn’t
cleaning properly. “She couldn’t see
the fine detail.”
Most people take their sight for
granted, Dr. Johnson says. “I can’t
stress enough how valuable it

is to that patient when you can
help them.”
She’s had patients cry, hug her,
and mail thank-you cards to her. “It
reminds us why we got into this profession, and that’s to help people see
better so they can better their lives.”
Melanie Padgett Powers is a
freelance health writer in the
Washington, D.C. area.

›To become a VISION USA provider, visit aoafoundation.org/vusasignup.
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